SUMMER JOBS
Students of all majors may apply now for summer work. Company will train for positions starting at $275/week in local areas and major cities in New England. For Interview — call 625-3280

5th ANNUAL WOMEN'S DINNER
ON FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1985
At 5:30 pm
The Sawyer Cafeteria
$3.00 Contribution
RSVP by Wednesday, May 1
Jean Walsh Gov't. Dept.
Sawyer Building - Room 1220

CAMPUS MINISTRY/NEWMAN CLUB
WANTS YOU TO WALK FOR HUNGER OR SPONSOR A WALKER
In the Greater Boston Walk for Hunger Sunday, May 5 at 8 a.m. on the steps of the State House
Get Your Sponsor Sheets/Registration Forms at the CAMPUS MINISTRY - RL22

Up Temple Street
TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1985
NGA Spring Week Ticket Sale 10:2 cal
Meetings 1:00-2:30 pm
FRB
Aerobics
F636
SGM
S421
SGA
S423
Economics
S427-S429
Delta Sigma Pi
S1108

THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1985
Recognition Day 1-2 Aud
Recognition Day Reception 2-4 F134B.C.
Walk for Hunger Newman Club 10-2 Cal
SGA Spring Week Ticket Sale 10-2 cal
Meetings 1:00-2:30 pm
Aerobics
F636

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY COLLOQUIUM
for RESEARCH on WOMEN presents
WOMEN in the NEW NICARAGUA
with Prof. JUDITH DUSHKU, Government
WENDY SANDFORD, Campus Ministry
and others from the recent Suffolk study trip to Nicaragua
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1
3-5 pm ARCHER 10
Sponsored by WOMEN'S CENTER

Social insecurity
By Arthur B. Mifflin

The economic situation in the U.S. is extremely serious, with unemployment and poverty reaching record levels. The government has implemented austerity measures, including cuts in social programs and welfare benefits. People are struggling to make ends meet, and many are facing eviction, homelessness, and food insecurity.

On the other hand, the government has been accused of neglecting the needs of the poorest members of society. The administration has been criticized for its failure to address the root causes of poverty and inequality, such as inequality in wealth, education, and access to healthcare. The lack of a comprehensive social safety net has left many people vulnerable to exploitation and discrimination.

The government has also been criticized for its austerity policies, which have led to cuts in social programs and welfare benefits. These cuts have had a disproportionate impact on vulnerable populations, such as the elderly, families with children, and people with disabilities.

In response, there have been protests and demonstrations, with people demanding more support for the poor and an end to austerity. There have been calls for a comprehensive social safety net, as well as for policies that address the root causes of poverty and inequality.

The government has responded to these criticisms by arguing that austerity measures are necessary to reduce the budget deficit and balance the books. However, many people believe that these measures are not addressing the root causes of poverty and inequality, and that they are exacerbating the problems they are supposed to address.

The government has also been accused of neglecting the needs of the poor and vulnerable populations, such as people with disabilities and refugees. These groups have been left behind in the economic recovery, and many are struggling to make ends meet.

The government has been criticized for its lack of action on climate change, which is exacerbating the problems faced by vulnerable populations. Climate change is leading to more frequent and severe natural disasters, which are affecting the poorest and most vulnerable communities the most.

In conclusion, the economic situation in the U.S. is extremely serious, and the government has been accused of neglecting the needs of the poor and vulnerable populations. There have been calls for more comprehensive social programs and policies that address the root causes of poverty and inequality.
The roommate connection

The new Roommate Connection will be held this Sunday, April 17th, at 7:00 pm in the Library. This event is designed to help students find roommates for the coming academic year. Attendees will have the opportunity to meet other students and find potential roommates.

Snippets of sniglets

The Suffolk Chronicle is looking for contributors to write short, amusing stories or poems related to campus life. Submissions should be no longer than 200 words. Deadline for submissions is April 30th. Send your entries to: thechronicle@suffolk.edu

A few laughs in Explorers

In the latest issue of Explorers, a humorous editorial discusses the challenges of college life. The author, a first-year student, shares his experiences with classes, campus life, and finding balance. The article is accompanied by a cartoon illustrating the struggles of being a college student.

Mad Max makes magic

The Suffolk Journal features a profile on Mad Max, a local artist known for his innovative sculptures. The article includes an interview with Max about his inspiration and techniques. Photos of his works are also included.

Prof. Harold Stone, 68, dies

Prof. Harold Stone, an esteemed professor of Business Administration, passed away on March 30th. Stone was a beloved faculty member known for his dedication to teaching and his influence on generations of students. A memorial service will be held on April 4th in the Chapel.
Proud Tina keeps on rolling

By Chris Bonnenfield

TINA TURNER — At Capital at the way past midnight after the performed the 20th Boston Music Hall.

The stage was lit with逊 in all of her dynamic world that a centaur into storms, energy, her classics, hot legs, and.

in the Worcester Centennial and high thundered across the field, walking through the endless masses of the fans. Tina's Playing it to the CMA just as the last fat organism and hands to the fans, Rows of fans screaming at Tina, highlighting her 70s, re-creating the "Worker Dance" Hallelujah.

Tina performed virtually the entire platinum-selling, seven-time over album, opening with her version of her hit song "Let's Stay Together". The band proved on stage, more than capable of handling the massive crowd, and kept the energy high.

Tina Turner took the stage, singing "Proud Mary", and leading into "River Deep, Mountain High". The crowd responded with a massive cheer, VIPs, and stars, all in attendance.

In the encore, Tina sang "What's Love Got to Do with It" and "Private Dancer". The encore included a surprise performance by Tina's son, Anton. The crowd erupted with joy and applause.

At the end of the night, Tina Turner took a bow and the crowd erupted in a thunderous applause, thanking them for their support and love over the years. The show was a true celebration of Tina Turner's incredible talent and legacy.